From: ___________________________
To: ___________________________
Date: Sun, Jun 8, 2003 11:35 PM
Subject: 10 day report

pls see attached. not sure what format you want it in, but since its on disk, i can always cut and paste if necessary.

I
TEN-DAY REPORT OF SSA IN GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA.

FRI 5/23

- ARRIVED IN GTMO. SECURED BADGE AT SCIF. MET FBI SUPERVISOR, SA AND CITF SUPERVISOR.
- SIGNED UP FOR NIPERNET & SIPRNET ACCOUNT
- ATTENDED 3:30 BRIEFING. TOPICS INCLUDED:
  - DISTINCTION BETWEEN TRANSFER & RELEASE
  - CITF THREAT MATRIX - INTERVIEWER & BEHAVIORAL MARKERS AND ROLE OF CITF & DOD ANALYST AS WELL AS CITF ATTORNEYS
  - SCHEDULING MATTERS RE; INTERVIEWS - PROCEDURES
  - ORGANIZATION DETAINEE FILES
  - MET WITH FBI POLYGRAPHER

SAT 5/24

- REVIEWED SITREPS AND SURFED SIPRNET
- MET WITH NCIS SA FROM WASHINGTON AND FBI TO DISCUSS FOUR DETAINES (CITF SPECIAL PROJECTS)

SUN 5/25

- MET WITH NCAVC COORDINATOR, MOBILE DIVISION AND DISCUSSED PROGRESS OF CASES, MOSTLY LEADS, AND WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH CITF/DHS. SHE IS ASSIGNED NO SPECIAL PROJECTS.
- SIGNED OUT LAPTOPS, WORKED ON NOTES
- DETERMINED SPECIAL PROJECTS.
TUES 5/27

ORGANIZED FOLDER FOR NEWLY ARRIVED BAU SSA's
CONTINUED WORK ON [ ] WITH INTERVIEWING AGENTS

SPENT MOST OF DAY MEETING WITH INTERVIEWING AGENTS (CITF & FBI) ON DETAINEE [ ]

WED 5/28

SECRET

DETAINEES-3374
(S)

THUR 5/29

MET WITH _______ RE: HOW TO LOCATE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS AND UTILIZE DATABASES.

CONTINUED WORK WITH INTERVIEWING AGENTS ON _______

FRI 5/30

TOUR OF CAMP DELTA INCLUDING DETAILED LOOK AT NEW CAMP IV AND DISCUSSIONS WITH SECURITY.

DISCUSSION WITH INTERVIEWING AGENT WORKING ON DETAINEE _______

SAT 5/31

CONTINUED WORK ON _______ AND _______ DETAINEE=3375

(SECRET)
BEGIN PREPARATION FOR TRAINING

REVIEW PACKAGE RE: MILITARY COMMISSIONS

SUN 6/1

b6 -1
b7c -1

b6 -3,4
b7c -3,4
b7d -1
b7f -1

WITH SSA OBSERVING INTERVIEW SUGGESTIONS FOR DETAINEE AND POST-INTERVIEW DISCUSSIONS AND STRATEGIES.